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ABSTRACT In recent years, the deep learning is applied to the field of traffic sign detection methods which

achieves excellent performance. However, there are two main challenges in traffic sign detection to be solve

urgently. For one thing, some traffic signs of small size are more difficult to detect than those of large size

so that the small traffic signs are undetected. For another, some false signs are always detected because of

interferences caused by the illumination variation, bad weather and some signs similar to the true traffic

signs. Therefore, to solve the undetection and false detection, we first propose a cascaded R-CNN to obtain

the multiscale features in pyramids. Each layer of the cascaded network except the first layer fuses the output

bounding box of the previous one layer for joint training. This method contributes to the traffic sign detection.

Then, we propose amultiscale attentionmethod to obtain theweightedmultiscale features by dot-product and

softmax, which is summed to fine the features to highlight the traffic sign features and improve the accuracy

of the traffic sign detection. Finally, we increase the number of difficult negative samples for dataset balance

and data augmentation in the training to relieve the interference by complex environment and similar false

traffic signs. The data augment method expands the German traffic sign training dataset by simulation of

complex environment changes.We conduct numerous experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed

algorithm. The accuracy and recall rate of our method are 98.7% and 90.5% in GTSDB, 99.7% and 83.62%

in CCTSDB and 98.9% and 85.6% in Lisa dataset respectively.

INDEX TERMS Traffic sign detection, convolutional neural network, attention, object detection,Multiscale.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

Traffic signs detection is not only an important part of auto-

matic driving and assisted driving but also a crucial function

of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (CITS). The

drivers can receive the information obtained by automatic

traffic sign detection in time to regulate the behavior of

drivers and enhance the security and comfort of motor vehicle

driving. Meanwhile, automatic traffic sign detection is the

basis of theory and practical application of automatic driving,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Hugo Proenca .

traffic sign management and robot. It has a prospective appli-

cation in the future. Whereas, the real-world traffic scenes

are complicated as a result of illumination variation, bad

weather and similar false signs etc. Therefore, the research

on the traffic sign detection still faces great challenges. The

key to achieving the robustness and accuracy of traffic sign

detection is to detect the traffic signs of small size in the

complex environment. Wide research has been done in the

traffic sign detection. The color and shape based traffic

sign detection algorithms are proposed [1]–[3] because the

shape of traffic signs are triangles, circles and rectangles

with bright color, which extract the color and shape infor-

mation to output the features extracted from the region of
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interest (ROI) containing the traffic signs. Deep learning is

prevailing in the field of traffic sign detection recently. The

algorithms [3]–[8] based on the improved network structure

increase the detection accuracy aimed at traffic sign with

small size. The methods [9], [10]based on the image segmen-

tation to detect the traffic signs under complex environment.

Some attention-based detection methods [11], [12] gain the

ROI from the input image by attention module to fine the

features in a large sophisticated background. These two ways

enhance the performance of small traffic sign detection and

reduce the cases of false detection. However, because the

deployment of deep neural network in mobile platforms is

time-consuming and has large computation, it is challeng-

ing to detect the traffic signs in mobile devices. Therefore,

methods [13], [14] based on light-weight network designed

by model compression to reduce the calculation of network

parameters, achieving the real-time traffic sign detection.

B. MOTIVATION

Features of images can be gradually learned by deep learn-

ing. The performance of detection is greatly improved to

extract deep features to recognize the traffic signs. Refer-

ences [15]–[17] exploit deep learning methods to detect the

traffic signs with improved performance. Traffic signs are of

small size which is more difficult to detect than traffic signs

with large size. The general traffic sign detection network,

containing top-down convolution, uses the feature map from

the last layer to predict the signs which result in declining

performance of small traffic sign detection. Hence, we pro-

pose a multiscale cascaded R-CNN to obtain the multiscale

features in pyramids that improve the performance of traffic

sign detection.

The real-world traffic environment is complex gener-

ally. The performance of traffic detection is interfered

by the complex environment and similar traffic signs.

References [9], [10] use image segmentation to solve the

problem. It is proved that such kind of methods is helpful to

traffic sign detection in the complex environment. However,

it is hard to use image segmentation in practical applica-

tion on account of high computational cost. Attention-based

detection methods [11], [12] are proposed to reduce the

false detection cases arisen from similar false traffic signs.

The network structures named Transformer with Multi-Head

Attention [19] are designed for the machine translation in

Natural Language Processing Transformer network structure

discards the recursive unit and Multi-Head Attention struc-

ture explores the relationship between input and output in

parallel to increase the computational speed.Motivated by the

Multi-Head Attention[19], we proposed multiscale attention

used after each output of multiscale and cascaded object

detection network in order to reduce the false sign detection

cases in sophisticated environment.

Nowadays, traffic sign detection methods based on

the deep learning usually exploit random sampling to

gain the positive and negative samples. A research [20] shows

that the overlap of more than 60% hard negative samples

FIGURE 1. IoU distribution of random selected samples, and hard
negatives.

is greater than 0.05, however, the random sampling only

provides 30% hard negative samples whose overlap is greater

than 0.05 as training samples. Many hard samples are lost

so that the accuracy is decreased. Figure 1 shows IoU dis-

tribution of random selected samples and hard negatives.

Then, we increase the number of hard samples to balance the

distribution of positive samples and negative samples. Mean-

while, to reduce the undetection and false detection in com-

plex environment, we exploit 15 data augmentation methods

such as add noise, blur image to simulate the real-world

environment.

C. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

In this paper, we propose a multiscale cascaded R-CNN and

multiscale features in pyramidswhich fuses high level seman-

tic information and low level spatial information. The cas-

caded network is trained by positive samples which adjusts

the bounding boxes with higher overlap. Moreover, we put

forward a multiscale attention to enhance the ability to detect

the true traffic signs other than false signs. The features

extracted from the ROI for each scale are fined and then

fused to improve the accuracy of traffic sign detection. The

contributions of our paper are as follows:

(1) We propose a multiscale cascaded object detection

network and introduce multiscale features in pyramids to

obtain feature of each scale. Each estimated position by skip

connection of every feature is trained to obtain features of

other scales, which relieves the overfitting. Finally, the high

level semantic information and low level spatial information

extracted from the multiscale object detection network are

fused.

(2) We propose a multiscale attention method to do

dot-product and softmax by multiscale features itself to gain

the weights, which is summed to fine the features to highlight

the traffic sign features and better detect the traffic signs in

complex background.

(3) The similar objects are generally confounded with true

objects in complex environment. Aimed at the balancing the
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distribution of traffic sign categories, we increase the number

of hard negative samples in the training stage. The German

Traffic Sign Dataset Benchmark (GTSDB) is expanded by

15 data augmentation methods such as add noise, blur image.

We test our proposed method in GTSDB, Chinese Traffic

Sign Detection Benchmark (CCTSDB) and US Traffic Sign

Dataset (Lisa dataset). The experimental results prove the

effectiveness of our contributions. The accuracy and recall

rate of our method are 98.7% and 90.5% in GTSDB, 99.7%

and 83.62% inCCTSDB and 98.9% and 85.6% in Lisa dataset

respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the traffic sign detection algorithms

related to our methods. The traditional traffic sign detection

algorithms, the CNN-based traffic sign detection algorithms,

generic object detection and attention in image processing are

included in this section.

A. TRADITIONAL TRAFFIC SIGN DETECTION ALGORITHMS

Traditional traffic sign detection algorithms [21]–[23] use

physical characteristics of the detected traffic signs includ-

ing color and shape based methods. Color based traf-

fic sign detection methods are usually following three

steps: 1) Extract points with specific color from images;

2) the points are connected to surround the biggest

region; 3) obtain the features in the ROI containing traf-

fic signs. Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equaliza-

tion (CLAHE) in Reference [24] is employed to normalize

colors when inputting the images. Reference [25] raises a

new approach based SVM, which can use color and shape

to extract candidate regions of traffic signs, achieving high

performance.

B. CNN-BASED TRAFFIC SIGN DETECTION ALGORITHMS

The deep learning based traffic sign detection develops faster

and faster at the same time because of the excellent per-

formance. Traffic sign is a specific object from general

objects. The deep learning based traffic sign detection meth-

ods often improve existing generic object detection network.

These methods [26]–[29] use deep learning to process image.

Improved Faster R-CNN [30] uses Attention Network (AN)

rather than Region Proposal Network (RPN). Its model

achieves accuracy of 96.05% and 98.31% in TT100K and

BTSD respectively. The improved YOLO V2 [30] achieves

accuracy of 99.61% and 96.69% in CCTSDB and GTSDB.

Yu et al. [4] designs a visual co-saliency to detect the traffic

sign, which includes two stage: in first stage, co-saliency

model based on cluster is adopt to procedure the final

co-saliency map, and then construct geometric structure con-

straint model to recognize objects which are prominent.

Luo et al. [5] puts forward a new data drive system and a

multitask CNN to cope with the ROI refinement and clas-

sification aimed at challenging text-based traffic sign detec-

tion. Meanwhile, it exploits the compositive traffic signs

and labelled images from street views aimed at the small

FIGURE 2. The unit of residual network. We use the unit of residual
network as our backbone network.

number of labelled traffic sign detections. A novel traffic

sign detection system [10] is proposed to predict the position

and precise boundary by CNN. The end-to-end boundary

estimation is transformed into pose estimation problemwhich

is more robust to occlusion and small objects than contour

estimation and image segmentation. It achieves speed at 7 fps

in mobile devices. Potential ROI is determined by attention

module [11]. The deconvolution added in the convolutional

layers to adapt objects of small size, which deal with the

small object recognition. As a result of the diversity of the

text in traffic signs, the obvious size changes and illumination

variation, the real-time requirement and high accuracy are

hard to meet. A traffic sign detection framework based text is

proposed in Reference [32], which apply a fully convolutional

network to segment candidate areas of traffic sign. The text

ROI of candidate areas is detected by CNN. The problem of

multiscale for the text detection part by narrowing the text

detection area.

C. GENERIC OBJECT DETECTION

Ross et al. [33] propose RCNN network using selective

search to obtain the region proposals. It combines region

proposals and CNN to localize the object. Residual net-

work [34], whose units are shown in Figure.2, introduces

shortcut to increase identity mapping to relieve the model

degradation. It has been applied to many mainstream fields

and often used as a general object detection backbone net-

work. Ren et al. [35] put forward a Faster R-CNN based on

Region Proposal Network (RPN) to generate region pro-

posals, extract features, classification and precise object

localization. It improves the speed and accuracy greatly.

Lin et al. [36] propose the feature pyramid network to deal

with the multiscale object detection. Feature pyramids with

marginal extra cost is constructed by inherent multiscale,

pyramidal hierarchy of CNN and a top-down network struc-

ture having lateral connections. All scales of high-level fea-

ture maps containing semantic information are constructed

as a generic feature extractor, which presents great improve-

ments. Mask R-CNN [37] extends based on Faster RCNN

with a branch to predict an object mask with existing branch

in parallel. Mask RCNN achieves effective object detection

and high-quality semantic segmentation at the same time.

Cascade R-CNN [38] uses different IoU thresholds to train

several cascaded detector to address the problem of noisy

interference and imprecise object detection.
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FIGURE 3. Overview of our proposed approach: cascaded R-CNN with multiscale attention and imbalanced samples.

D. ATTENTION IN IMAGE PROCESSING

Attention-based methods can emphasize the important

information and neglect inconsequential information.

Mnih et al. [39] propose a recurrent attention model based on

RNN for the first time. It selects a sequence of regions or loca-

tions adaptively and only process the regions and extract fea-

tures at a high resolution. Spatial transformer networks [40]

is proposed. It considers pooling in convolutional network as

a violent way so that the direct combination of information

will cause the ignorance of key information. The spatial

transformation of spatial information in images is helpful

to extract key information. Residual attention network [41]

uses not only spatial attention but also channel attention,

which are formed meanwhile by weight of each element

considered as a mask. Reference [42] improves the network

representation ability by recalibrating channel-wise feature,

and the weights of features are learned by loss function.

Inspired by the traditional non-local means, Ref. [43] cap-

tures long-range dependencies by non-local operations. This

non-local operation is used to compute the feature weight

of each position, then feature weights of all position are

summed. Woo et al. [44] combined spatial attention [40] and

channel self-attention [43]. It directly uses non-local Matmul

to avoid handcraft pooling and multilayer perceptron. A sim-

plified query-independent method is proposed to gain global

context block [45]. It reduces the computation caused by the

same context information at every position.

III. OUR APPROACH

A. OVERVIEW

The overview of our proposed approach is shown Figure.3.

Traffic signs has obvious features like color and shape. Tra-

ditional machine learning methods extract above features

fast. Traditional methods with deep neural network raise the

accuracy of localization and recognition rate. But feature map

extracted from the last layer of traditional object detection

networks is utilized to predict so that the performance of small

object detection drops sharply. At present, two stages detec-

tion network extracts region proposals containing objects.

The region proposals are then input to CNN to judge whether

the region proposals contain the object or not. However, in the

real-world traffic scenes, traffic signs are usually of small size

and there is no context information, therefore, it is difficult to

distinguish the false traffic signs similar to the real traffic sign

objects. The multiscale cascaded object detection network is

shown in part (a) in Figure.3. Part (a) uses the structure of

ResNet50 as its backbone network. The feature maps named

{C1, C2, C3, C4, C5} in five scales, are extracted by top-

down convolution to relieve the degradation with the increas-

ing depth of convolutional layers. In ResNet50, C1 represents

the feature output by the conv1x layer, C2 represents the

feature output by the res2bx layer, C3 represents the feature

output by the res3ax layer, C4 represents the feature output

by the res4b22x layer, and C5 represents the feature output

by the res5cx layer. Each feature map in five scales is then

processed by the attention model in Part (b). The outputs

of attention models are all input to Part (a) back layer by

layer. More specifically, the output of Ci−1, Pi−1 and bbox

generated containing position information processed by Pi−1

after attention, are all used to train the parameters of Pi.

The feature maps named {P2, P3, P4, P5}, generated by

feature pyramid network, have spatial information in high

resolution and semantic information in low resolution. The

final feature map is fused by the previous feature maps, then it

is passed through RPN and the detection result is obtained in

the end.
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B. MINING HARD NEGATIVE SAMPLES

General object detection methods [35], [37], [38] use ran-

dom sampling to mine negative and positive samples. The

hard-to-detect negative samples is defined as negative sam-

ples that has false objects similar to true objects and is prone

to be determined as positive samples. We conduct a research

on distribution of hard negative samples. It is found that IoU

of more than 60% hard negative samples is greater than 0.05.

However, only 30% training samples is hard samples using

random sampling. The low proportion of hard samples causes

false detection easily and decreases the model accuracy.

Therefore, we mine the hard negative samples and increase

the number of these samples according to the distribution

of training samples. According to the distribution of IoU,

the interval is divided equally. The hard negative samples are

divided equally in each bin. Correspondingly, the quantity

of hard negative samples whose IoU is greater than 0.05 is

increased. In the stage of training, the quantity of hard neg-

ative samples is known to us. The method of assuming an

average K divided intervals, hard negative samples is mined

as follows:

P =
NS

K
∑

k=1

Nk

(1)

where P denotes the probability of selected hard negative

samples,NS represents the total quantity of negative samples.
K
∑

k=1

Nk is the total number of samples. Hard negative samples

is mined for each interval as follows:

Pk =
NS

K
∗

1

Nk
(2)

where Pk denotes the probability of selected hard negative

samples for each bin, K denotes the number of bins. NS rep-

resents the quantity of negative samples. Nk is the number of

samples in the k-th bin. Hence, the amount of hard negative

samples in each bin is same. In our practical experiment, K is

set to 4 and the interval is divided as four bins: [0, 0.125],

[0.125, 0.25], [0.25, 0.375], [0.375, 0.5].

C. MULTISCALE CASCADED R-CNN

Owing to the small size of traffic signs, it is harder to detect

than generic object with large size. Therefore, we propose

the multiscale cascaded R-CNN. The high level semantic

information and low level spatial information extracted from

the multiscale cascaded R-CNN are fused. Each layer of

the cascade network except the first layer fuses the out- put

bounding box of the previous one layer for joint training.

The optimization object of our multiscale cascaded R-CNN

is described as:

L(p, u, tu, v) = Lcls(p, u) + λ[u ≥ 1]Lloc(t
u, v) (3)

where Lcls is the classification loss using the softmax func-

tion. p and u represent the predictions and targets respectively.

Lloc is the localization loss. tu represents the corresponding

regression results of the u-th category. v is regression target.

λ is the learning rate. The classification loss Lloc is described

as:

Lloc =
∑

i∈{x,y,w,h}
(tui − vi) (4)

where tui is the regression result. v is regression target. i is the

input.

We adopt the bounding box regression method proposed

in [38], using a regressor f (x, b) to regress the candidate

bounding b into a target bounding box g, and Lloc operation

the defined distance vector 1 = (δx, ∂y, ∂w, ∂h) as follows:

∂x = (gx − bx)/bw, ∂y = (gy − by)/bh,

∂w = log(gw/bw), ∂h = log(gh/bh). (5)

where x, y, w and h present the center coordinates of the

box as well as width and height, b is the candidate bounding

box, and g represents the target bounding box. The Lloc uses

smoothL1 loss [30] as follows:

smoothL1 (x) =

{

0.5x2, if |x| < 1

|x| − 0.5, othervise,
(6)

smoothL1 loss converges faster than L1 loss function and is

more insensitive to outliers than L2 loss function. Moreover,

gradient changes more slightly and it also does not vanish in

the stage of training.

D. MULTI SCALE ATTENTION

To improve the detection accuracy in the real-world complex

scenes and enhance the ability to find the hard negative

samples similar to true traffic signs, we propose a multiscale

attention method shown in Figure 3. This method conducts

dot-product and softmax by multiscale features itself to gain

the weights, which is summed to fine the features to highlight

the traffic sign features and improve the detection accuracy.

The final feature map is fused by the each layer after attention

processing. Multiscale attention is define as:

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax(
f (QT ,K )

∑m
j=1 e

f (Q,Kj)
)V (7)

where Q, K , V are same multiscale feature maps by feature

pyramids, Q = K = V . m represents the number of

multiscale feature maps. First, the dot-product is conducted

between QT and K to obtain their similarity measurement as

follows:

f (QT ,Kj), j = 1, 2, . . . ,m (8)

where f (.) is the dot-product operation. j is the j-th feature

map. The normalization is achieved as:

sj = softmax(
f (QT ,K )

∑m
j=1 e

f (Q,Kj)
), j = 1, 2, . . . ,m (9)

Finally, the weights are summed to gain the vector of multi-

scale attention:
∑

m
i=1siVi, m = 4 (10)
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FIGURE 4. Multiscale attention.

FIGURE 5. The IMAGENET-C dataset [35] contains noise, blur, weather, and digital category damage generated by 15 algorithms.

E. DATA AUGMENTATION

In the real-world traffic environment, there are often many

complex environmental factors. Dan and Dietterich et al. [46]

enhance the robustness of corruption and disturbance of

image data in view of the fact that deep learning network is

disturbed by many forms of image corruption, such as snow,
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FIGURE 6. Randomly select an image from the GTSDB dataset, and use 15 data enhancement methods to generate the image.

blur, pixelation, etc. Corruption types include noise, blur,

weather and data category damage generated by 15 algo-

rithms. Each type of corruption can be categorized into five

severity degrees, as shown in Figure 5. There are three kinds

of noise corruption: Gaussian noise, shot noise and impulse

noise. Four kinds of blurring corruption are defocus blur,

frosted glass blur, motion blur and zoom blur. Five kinds

of weather corruption are snow, frost, fog, brightness and

contrast. Two kinds of data corruption are pixelate and JPEG

corruption. In the face of the complex environment in traffic

sign detection, we follow the same method proposed in [32]

to enhance the robustness of corruption and disturbance, and

enhance the GTSDB training dataset for real-world traffic

sign environment, including 15 kinds of data enhancement

strategies such as adding noise, blur, digital and weather to

the image. Because each type of corruption has five severity

degrees, we select two kinds of severity to expand the training

dataset considering the environmental conditions and the size

of traffic signs dataset. Eventually, we expand the GTSDB

training dataset to be 18600 images. After data augmentation,

the enhancement results of one picture in the GTSDB is

shown in Figure 6.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Experimental evaluations of proposed algorithm are sum-

marized in this section. First, we use Python deep learn-

ing open-source framework to implement our traffic sign

detection method. Then, our algorithm are evaluated on

GTSDB [30], CCTSDB [31] and Lisa [3] datasets.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Implementation Details. Our experiment is carried out on a

computer-based on the python environment, which uses Intel

(R) Xeon (R) CPU e5-2640 2.40 GHz CPU and NVIDIA

GeForceGTX1080TiGPU (11 gmemory). Using themmde-

tection toolbox to extract deep features from Resnet-50. The

parameters of our algorithm are set as follows: the learning

rate is set to 0.02, and the weight attenuation is set to 0.0001.

Momentum is set to 0.9. In all experiments, the same super

parameters are used to train 12 batches. The 8th and 11th

batches of our method reduced the learning rate to 1/3 of the

original. We training on GTSDB, CCTSDB and US traffic

sign datasets, two GPUs are used for training.

B. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF OUR APPROACH

1) DATASETS

We conduct comparative experiments on the German,

Chinese and US traffic sign datasets to fully verify the

effectiveness of proposed algorithm. The GTSDB dataset,

as shown in Figure 7, contains 600 training images and

300 test images for, and resolution of each image is 1360 ×

800. The sizes of traffic signs range from 16 to 128 pix-

els. We expand the training data to 18600 images by data

augmentation, such as noise, blur, digital, and weather.
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FIGURE 7. Some examples of GTSDB dataset.

FIGURE 8. A few examples from the CSUST dataset in China (CCTSDB).

CCTSDB have nearly 20,000 images and nearly 40,000 traf-

fic signs. Several examples selected from CCTSDB is shown

in Figure 8. Amplifying the dataset with limited image trans-

formation. Image transformation is based on existing images,

such as affine transformation, noise processing, translation

transformation, rotation transformation, scaling processing,

scaling transformation, brightness processing, etc. To simu-

late the real situation. Low pixels, distorted logos, different

lighting, rain, and snow, etc. Lisa Dataset contains Amer-

ican traffic signs videos and video frames are annotated.

These include 47 types of US traffic signs, with a total

of 7,855 images and 6610 signs. Traffic sign sizes range from

6x6 to 167x168 pixels. As shown in Figure 9. We divide

traffic signs into three categories according to [24], including

warning, speed limit, and noTurn.

2) EVALUATION METRICS

Weuse accuracy [47], recall [47], loss rate and F-measure [47]

to evaluate the proposed algorithm. More specifically, t

denotes the total number of traffic signs, tp is true posi-

tive (TP) which indicates the detections of traffic signs are

correct. fp is false positive (FP) which indicates the detections

of traffic sign are wrong. fn is false negative (FN) and it

represents the number of lost traffic signs. β is set to 1.

Therefore, the metrics are evaluated as follows:

Precision =
tp

tp + fp
(11)

FIGURE 9. Some examples of Lisa dataset.

Recall_rate =
tp

tp + fn
(12)

Missing_rate = 1 −
tp

tp + fn
(13)

F−meature= (1+β2)
Precision ∗ Recall_rate

β2 ∗ Precision+Recall_rate
(14)

3) PERFORMANCES ON GTSDB

To test the effectiveness of our method, we implement our

model on GTSDB dataset. The GTSDB dataset contains

600 training images and 300 test images, and the resolution

of each image is 800 x 1360. There are 42 types of traffic

signs, which can be divided into three categories: prohibition,

mandatory, and danger. These categories on training dataset

contain 59.5%, 17.1%, and 23.4% traffic signs, respectively.

There are often many complicated environmental factors

to disturb in the real road traffic environment. Meanwhile,

we use the data augmentation method to augment the training

dataset because the amount of image in GTSDB is small.

We use 15 data enhancement strategies including noise, blur,

digital, and weather, etc. to augment training dataset from

600 images to 18600, and train our model on this training

dataset. Faster R-CNN [35], Mask R-CNN [37] Cascade

R-CNN [38] have provided code tests to obtain detection

results. Also, the overall average accuracies and recalls of true

positive, false positive, and false-negative samples of three

categories are computed. The results of our method and other

seven algorithms are presented in Table 1. Our model obtains

good results with accuracy and recall of 98.7% and 90.5%,

respectively. Except for the indicators given in Table 1,

the average execution time of our model is 7.6 fps,while

the average execution time in Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN,

and Cascade R-CNN is 2.26 fps, 5.7 fps, 7 fps. The time

consumption of our proposed method is near to the original

method. In particular, our proposed models are performed in

different hardware and software platform, so these models

cannot be compared directly. According to the calculation

results of the three categories, our model performs better than

the Cascade R-CNN network. Therefore, the results on the

GTSDB dataset prove the scalability of our method.
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TABLE 1. Detection result on GTSDB.

TABLE 2. Effects of each component in our Method. Results are reported on GTSDB.

TABLE 3. Detection result on CCTSDB.

TABLE 4. Effects of each component in our Method. Results are reported on Lisa.

4) ABLATION EXPERIMENTS ON GTSDB

We report the overall ablation study in Table 2. On the Cas-

cade R-CNN baseline, the mining negative samples, multi-

scale attention, and data augmentation are gradually added.

The experiments of the Ablation study are implemented using

the same pre-calculation scheme for a fair comparison. The

bounding box results of traffic signs on GTSDB are shown

in Figure 12.

a: MINING HARD NEGATIVE SAMPLES

Mining negative samples is 0.3% and 0.9% higher than the

Cascade R-CNN baseline in accuracy and recall rate, respec-

tively. The results prove the effectiveness of our mining hard

negative samples.

b: MULTISCALE ATTENTION

Multiscale attention based on the mining hard negative sam-

ples improves the average accuracy from 97.1% to 98.3%

and recall rate from 83.8% to 85%, and the average accuracy

and the recall rate are increased by 1.2% and 1.2% respec-

tively. The results prove the effectiveness of our multiscale

attention.

c: DATA AUGMENTATION

Data augmentation based on themultiscale attention andmin-

ing hard negative samples, the average accuracy is increased

from 98.3% to 98.7%, and recall rates is increased from

85% to 90.5%. The results prove the effectiveness of data

augmentation.
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FIGURE 10. Use 10% cross-validation test results on CCTSDB dataset.

FIGURE 11. Traffic sign detection results in Lisa dataset. The detection results of cascaded R-CNN network are shown on the left,
and the results of network with our proposed method are shown on the right. Especially, the target of images in the first row is
undetected using the cascaded R-CNN network on the left while it is detected using our proposed method on the right.

5) PERFORMANCE OF CCTSDB

We also perform experiments on the CCTSDB. The exper-

iments follow the settings of Ref. [17]. To better evaluate

our model, ten-folder cross-validations are used. The method

randomly divide 3000 image from dataset into ten parts,

in which nine parts are used for training and one for test.
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FIGURE 12. Traffic sign detection results in GTSDB. The detection results of cascaded R-CNN network are shown on the left, and the
results of network with our proposed method are shown on the right. Especially, one target of images in the second row is
undetected and another is false detected using the cascaded R-CNN network on the left while they are both detected on the right.

FIGURE 13. Traffic sign detection results in CCTSDB. The detection results of cascaded R-CNN network are shown on the left, and
the results of network with our proposed method are shown on the right. The targets of images using the cascaded R-CNN network
on the left are undetected and false detected while they are detected on the right.

The average result of 10 times is regarded as the accuracy of

the proposed algorithm. The average accuracy and recall of

our model are 99.7% and 83.62%. The results of our method

exceed Ref. [17], HOG+SVM [30], CCNN [32], RBD [48],

SMD [49], and SRM [50], the results are shown in Table 3,

and the specific experimental details are shown in Figure 10.

The bounding box results of traffic signs on CCTSDB are

shown in Figure 13. It is worth pointing out that Ref [31] has

also been tested on the CCTSDB dataset, but its experimental

setting is different from [17], so we not compare with the

experimental results of Ref. [31].

6) PERFORMANCE OF LISA DATASET

Our method is tested on traffic datasets in different countries,

we also perform experiments on the Lisa dataset. The exper-

iment follows the setting of Ref. [24]. We divide 47 types

of traffic signs into Superclasses including warning, speed

limit, stop and noTurn. We use 20% of the Lisa dataset as the
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test dataset, totally 1571 images. To prove the effectiveness

of our module, and the ablation experiments are also imple-

mented on Lisa dataset, we gradually add the mining difficult

sample and multiscale attention to Cascade R-CNN baseline.

The data volume of the US traffic sign dataset is relatively

large, and using the data augmentation method will greatly

increase the training time, so we do not compare the data

enhancement method in this experiment. Compared with the

Cascade R-CNN bsaseline, our accuracy increased by 0.4%,

the recall rate increased by 0.1% when adding the mining

difficult sample and multiscale attention, respectively. The

accuracy increased by 1.8%, and the recall rate increased

by 0.9%. The bounding box results of traffic signs on Lisa

dataset are shown in Figure 11.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose an outstanding algorithm for traffic

sign detection. Aiming at the problem that it difficult to

detect the traffic signs of small size, a multiscale cascaded

R-CNN is proposed. Then, we propose a multiscale attention

method to deal with the problem that similar traffic signs

in real-world traffic scenes often lead to false detection.

By performing dot-product and softmax with the input multi-

scale features, a similarity measurement is obtained, and then

the features are weighted and summed to refine the features to

improve the accuracy of object detection. Finally, to alleviate

the interference of environmental factors and improve the

detection accuracy, we increase the number of hard negative

samples during the training stage and expand the GTSDB

training dataset by generating real-world pictures containing

traffic signs in situations such as lighting, weather changes.

A cascaded R-CNNwith multiscale attention and imbalanced

samples we propose has excellent performance. The effec-

tiveness of our proposed method is proved by the extensive

experimental results on the GTSDB dataset, the CCTSDB

dataset, and the US traffic sign dataset.
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